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The Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) is conducted by 
the Census Bureau for the National Center for Education 
Statistics. It is a relatively new set of integrated surveys first 
conducted In the 1987-88 and 1990-91 school years and 
scheduled to be conducted every three years hence. Self- 
administered questionnaires, of which there are eight, are 
mailed to public school districts, and to both public and 
private school administrators, the schools themselves, and 
to teachers within the schools, asking questions about 
enrollment, teaching positions, as well as other school and 
teacher characteristics. 

This survey has recently been the focus of questionnaire 
design research at the Census Bureau. One particular 
Schools and Staffing Survey, the Public School 
Questionnaire, was chosen for in-depth study. This survey 
had an especially high pre-edit failure rate in 1991 (Jenkins, 
1992). This means that information from the 1991 school 
questionnaire disagreed with comparable data for the same 
school from a survey conducted by the National Center for 
Education Statistics, known as the Nonfiscal Surveys of the 
Common Core of Data (CCD). 

This paper describes both the methods that were used to 
conduct this study and some results of the research. 
I. METHODOLOGY 

One objective of this research was to gain in-depth 
knowledge about questions that had high pre-edit failure 
rates in the 1991 surveys. Another was to test newly 
developed questions. A condensed version of the Public 
School 1991-92 Field Test Questionnaire (SASS-3A) served 
this purpose well. 

Once the scope of the questionnaire was defined, the 
researchers used their intuition and experience in 
questionnaire design to uncover potential problems in the 
questionnaire and to develop questions to probe 
respondents' understanding of the items. 

After establishing the protocol, twenty in-depth interviews 
were conducted, four in each of five mid-western states: 
Oklahoma, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and 
Iowa. These particular states were chosen because they 
exhibited the highest pre-edit failure rates in student and 
teacher counts in 1991. Together the National Center for 
Education Statistics (NCES), the agency that sponsors the 
SASS, and the Demographic Survey Division (DSD), the 
division within the Census Bureau responsible for 
conducting the SASS, provided the researchers with a list of 
approximately ten schools within each state. The reason for 
supplying the researchers with more than the final four 
schools was to allow for scheduling conflicts and refusals. 

Not wanting to burden respondents, while at the same 
time wanting to study the reject phenomenon, a 
compromise was reached in which three of the schools 
selected in each state were not in any other SASS. The 
remaining school, however, was a 1991 pre-editfailure. A 
final constraint on sample selection was that the schools 
needed to be within a few hours' drive of the major city in 
which the researchers were based in each state. 

The Public School Questionnaire is addressed to the 

school principal. During the actual survey, a label is affixed 
to the right-hand side of the cover page. The researchers 
mimicked this (see Rgure 1). 

The researchers contacted the principals, explained the 
nature of the study, and established a date and time to 
conduct the interview. The final sample consisted of 
respondents who were willing to participate. The interviews 
tended to last an hour and a half. They were tape-recorded 
and summaries of the interviews were written (see Jenkins, 
1992, for summaries of each interview). 
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the cognitive interviews are discussed in the 
remainder of this paper. I have decided to focus on errors 
that resulted from the misunderstanding of concepts; the 
layout of the questions themselves, and finally, the use of 
records, l use two examples from the cognitive interviews to 
describe each of these errors in detail (see Jenkins et al., 
1992, for a complete review of the results of the cognitive 
interviews). 
A~ Misunderstanding of Concepts 

The cognitive interviews revealed two concepts that were 
widely misunderstood: one was respondents' understanding 
of the school for which they were to report and the other was 
the classifying of employees in full-time or part-time 
positions. The many reasons for these misunderstandings 
are described below. 
1. Respondents' Understanding of the ~pchool For Which 
They Are to Report 

A very important concept and one which affects the way 
respondents answer every item on the questionnaire is their 
understanding of the unit for which they are supposed to 
report. The cover page contains a very important instruction 
in the paragraphs on the left-hand side of the page that tells 
respondents to "Please complete this questionnaire with 
information about the SCHOOL name on the label." (See 
Figure 1.) This is the unit for which respondents are 
supposed to report. I have categorized the result of this 
understanding into three types: general agreement between 
their understanding and the intent of the questionnaire, 
ambiguity between the two, and finally, disagreement 
between the two. 

The first group is made up of nine respondents whose 
understanding of the school for which they were to report 
generally agreed with the questionnaire's intent. Basically, 
respondents in this first group were inclined to report in 
terms of the school named on the questionnaire label, 
whether they read the school named there or not. Six of the 
nine respondents actually read the label. 

Respondents who were principals over schools that clearly 
stood apart (i.e., functioned separately and/or were not in 
close proximity to any other school) seemed to fall into this 
first group. These respondents were not confused as to their 
school's identity. For the most part there was a clear 
demarcation such that the principals did not consider 
reporting for any other school(s). 

Group II was made up of eight respondents whose 
understanding of the school for which they were to report 
was ambiguous. Generally, this was the case in relatively 
small school systems in which two or three schools 
comprised the entire school district. Often the schools were 
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housed in one building or they were housed in separate 
buildings that were clustered around one another. There 
was a principal for each of the two or three schools within 
the district, but the principal of the school named on the 
label saw himself as capable of reporting for the other 
school(s), If he thought, however begrudgingly, that's what 
was being asked of him. Because of the schools' close 
association with one another, the line of demarcation wasn 
as clear for these respondents. 

These respondents had alternative definitions of the unit 
for which they could report and they relied on the 
questionnaire to inform them which one to use. On one 
hand, they could define their school as the grades over 
which they had jurisdiction. Because of their organization, 
however, it was conceivable to them that the questionnaire 
might be asking about the entire school system, 
kindergarten (K) through 12th grades. As a result, they were 
quite receptive to cues from the questionnaire. 
Unfortunately, these cues were conflicting. Half of them 
began to complete the questionnaire by reading the cover 
page. Generally, they read through the title information and 
then the first two paragraphs on the left-hand side of the 
page. Because the paragraphs refer to the label, they 
turned the questionnaire sideways to look at the label. The 
other half of the respondents, however, never noticed the 
school named on the label. Neither the instruction referring 
to the label nor the school's name itself is prominent. Both 
are buried among a lot of information on the cover page. 
In fact, the school's name is not only buried, but it is turned 
sideways (see Figure 1). 

After providing their name and address in item a, which 
is the first question on the form, these respondents turned 
to item b. Item b asks if the school serves students in any 
of grades 1 through 12. If the school doesnt, they are 
instructed to return the questionnaire to the Census Bureau. 
If they do, they are to continue. The reference to "grades 1 
through 12" in this item seemed to trigger these 
respondents into thinking that the questionnaire might be 
asking about the entire school system rather than just their 
school. They weren't sure, but they now had a reason to 
believe this was the case. 

After answering item c, which asks about their School 
State Identification Number, they turned to item 1. The 
question of item l a asks for what grade levels the school 
offers instruction, and the question of item l b asks how 
many students were enrolled in each grade on October 1 of 
the school year. In both cases, prekindergarten through 
12th grade answer categories are provided (see Rgure 2). 
The answer categories seemed to provide these 
respondents with more evidence that the questionnaire 
might be asking about the whole school system. As a 
result, some began interpreting item 1 as asking about the 
entire school, but most didn't. 

Most waited until they reached item 2, which asks how 
many students were enrolled in the school in grades K-12 
on or about October 1 of this school year. For the most 
part, these respondents voiced their ambiguity at item 1, 
but still they answered item 1 in terms of their school. In 
some cases, they may have done this simply because it 
was easier, but in other cases, it seemed that these 
respondents needed more evidence before they could be 
swayed into reporting for the entire school system. And the 
fact that item 2 seemingly asks for the number of students 
in grades "K-12" became the evidence they needed. 

Once made, this interpretation was continuously 

reinforced by the many "K-12" references in the questions 
that follow item 2, until eventually it became solidified in the 
minds of some respondents. They stopped questioning the 
unit for which they should report and began to report for the 
entire school system. This is not to say, however, that this 
was painless. The fact was they needed to go through a 
great deal of work to obtain information to answer for the 
entire school. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that their interpretations 
weren't always the final determinant of how they reported. 
Sometimes the records they had on hand became the 
limiting factor. This meant that although their interpretations 
might be relatively consistent from item 2 onward, their 
answers were not necessarily consistent. Sometimes they 
answered in terms of the school system. This was often the 
case with item 2. This item requests a summary statistic 
they often had on hand. It asks how many students were 
enrolled in the school on or about October I of this school 
year. At other times, they answered in terms of their school 
only, as was often the case with item 3. This item requests 
information they couldn~ conveniently obtain. It asks for a 
breakdown of the student population into ethnic categories. 

Also, it should be noted that some respondents continued 
to express ambiguity. These respondents didn~ settle on 
one definition, but instead interpreted questions in which 
they noticed the "K-12" reference as asking about the entire 
school system and questions in which they didn't notice this 
reference as asking about their school. 

Group III was made up of three respondents whose 
definitions simply didn~ agree with the questlonnalre's. Two 
of these respondents had jurisdiction over both the 
elementary and secondary portions of a relatively small 
school, with both portions housed in one building. In another 
case, the respondent was principal of both the middle and 
high school portions of the school system, which again were 
housed in one building. In these cases, the respondent's 
definition of his school was clearly different from the school 
named on the label, and the problem was that the 
questionnaire tended to reinforce this wrong definition. In 
fact, two of these respondents never looked at the school 
named on the label. 
2. Respondents' Understanding of Full-time Versus Part-time 
Status. 

Another concept respondents had a very difficult time with 
was that of full-time versus part-time employment, as asked 
for in item 30 (see Rgure 3). To understand why 
respondents misreported, it may be best to begin with a 
situation in which respondents were likely to report correctly. 
They were likely to correctly report an employee as part-time 
if that employee was exclusively part-time and the job itself 
could be considered full-time. For example, respondents 
were likely to report an instructional aide as part-time if that 
aide only worked for part of the day, meaning he/she didn't 
work the rest of the day, and there were others who did work 
all day as an aide. In this case, the part-time aide could be 
compared to a full-time aide and there wasn't any 
confounding information with which to be confused (i.e, any 
other assignment or job). As a result, the situation was clear 
to them, but this was also one of the less frequent situations. 

The more frequent situations were less clear. For example, 
employees who worked at jobs that by definition could never 
be considered full-time jobs were difficult for respondents to 
categorize. This was the case with bus drivers. Respondents 
could agree that bus drivers always work less than a full day, 
but they couldn't agree if that meant they should be 
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categorized as part-time'or full-time. The reason they 
couldn't agree on this is that the bus driver's job is not full- 
time relative to other full-time jobs, such as the principal's 
job; however, It Is full-time If the unit of comparison is 
limited to a bus driver's job. Looked at from this 
perspective, It Is as "full" a job as a bus driver's job can get. 

Also, problems arose when an employee worked part-time 
in more than one assignment, but full-time at the school. 
One reason respondents misunderstood this concept was 
that they were used to thinking in terms of an employee's 
employment status at the school overall and not by 
assignment. Take, for instance, an aide at the school, who 
works full-tlme, but whose assignment is divided between 
belng an Instructional aide and librarian aide. More often 
than not, the respondent would report thls employee as a 
full-time instructional aide and full-time librarian aide. The 
same happened with a teaching principal. He reported 
himself as a full-time teacher and then again as a full-time 
administrator. In these instances, respondents thought of 
the employees as full-time and had difficulty thinking of 
them as part-time. 

Respondents also had difficulty if an employee worked 
part-time at this school, but full-time for the school district, 
meaning the employee was shared among the schools. In 
the smaller schools, many of the staff were shared, 
including librarians, guidance counselors, clerical staff, the 
student support services staff, and the other support staff. 
Here again, respondents had a tendency to report these 
employees as full-time. 
.B. Format Considerations 

Errors occur when an item is laid out such that 
respondents don~ see, and consequently don't read, 
information that is necessary to correctly answer the item. 
Respondents commonly overlooked information that was 

placed beyond what they considered to be the answer 
space, including "none" boxes and skip instructions. As a 
result, they were likely to spend a great deal of time and 
energy trying to answer questions that didn't apply to them, 
as demonstrated below with item 15. There were also 
instances in which an entire item was laid out poorly, as 
demonstrated below with item 29. 
1. "None" Boxes and/or Skip Instructions 

Item 15 asks a series of questions about limited-English 
proficient students (see Figure 4). Part a of this item asks 
"How many students attending this school as of 
October 1, 1991, were identified as limited-English proficient 
(LEP)." In response to this question, quite a few 
respondents made the mistake of reporting "0" on the 
answer line because they didn't notice the "none" box that 
was placed about half an inch beneath the answer line. The 
cognitive interviews revealed quite a bit about how 
respondents interpret questions that don~t apply to them 
from this. 

Respondents who had previously had LEP students but 
who didn't have any now used their past experience to 
answer part b, which asks what methods were used to 
identify LEP students. They reported the methods they had 
previously used to identify LEP students. Another 
respondent whose school had never had any LEP students 
answered the best he could by marking the "other" answer 
category and writing in "never been a problem." It became 
evident as a result of this research that respondents 
commonly marked the "other" box and wrote something in 
when they thought they were supposed to answer a 
question, but they couldn't understand it. Either it was 

ambiguously worded or it wasn't applicable to them, as was 
the case here. 

In general, respondents who had previously had LEP 
students came to realize that part c, whioh asks about the 
number of LEP students in specified programs, dldn't apply 
to them and correctly skipped to the next item at this point. 
These respondents seemed to be familiar with the notion of 
limited-English proficiency and its acronym. This helped 
them realize that this question didn't apply to them. 

Unfortunately, respondents who never had LEP students 
just plowed away, trying to answer questions they shouldn't 
have. This was probably due to the fact that only the 
acronym LEP is used in this question and although it was 
defined previously, they weren't really familiar with the notion 
of limlted-English proficiency in the first place, let alone Its 
acronym. 

It became obvious as respondents tried to answer this part 
of the item that they didn't really know what programs (I) 
through (6) were, since they didn't have and never had any 
LEP students. Consequently, they transformed these answer 
categories into something that had meaning to them. All 
sorts of misinterpretations arose as a result. One of the more 
reasonable interpretations was to think it was asking for the 
number of regular students in the listed programs. In this 
case the respondent reported "none" in all but the fourth 
category, where he reported all of his special education 
students. In other words, he didn~ change the meanings of 
the individual programs per se, just tlle population to which 
they applied. 

Matters really broke down, however, when respondents not 
only thought the question applied to regular students, but 
they changed the meanings of the programs as well. This 
happened most for the first two programs. These were 
written such that respondents couldn't comprehend the entire 
sentence, but they could find meaning in individual words. 
For instance, one respondent thought the first category 
(subject matter in home language) was asking for the 
number of classes in grades 7 through 12. This respondent 
seemed to key in on the words "subject matter." To her 
these words were associated with the number of classes in 
grades 7 through 12. To understand this, one must realize 
that usually subject matter is taught in subject matter classes 
in grades 7 through 12, and not at the elementary level. 
Another respondent interpreted the second category 
(maintaining fluency in home language) as asking if the 
school offered foreign language instruction in Spanish. 
Obviously, this respondent noticed the word "Spanish" in the 
example and extrapolated from that a program that had 
meaning to him. The point is these respondents were not 
answering the questions asked of them. 
2. Item Layout 

Item 29 asks a series of questions about teaching 
vacancies in the school. There is a problem with the layout 
of part d in this item (see Figure 5), which asks how difficult 
or easy it was to fill the vacancies in the listed fields. The 
first problem was that not all subparts of the question applied 
to all schools. Elementary schools weren't sure how to 
answer parts (3) through (9), since these are subject matter 
courses not offered at the elementary level. It didn't seem 
quite right to mark "no vacancy in that field" when the truth 
was they didn't even have that field. Conversely, high 
schools weren't sure how to mark the first two categories. 

Also, there was a special problem with the layout of the 
ninth category (9), vocational-technical education. Very few 
respondents read the follow-up question on the left-hand side 
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beneath this category. Consequently, they didn=t 
understand this part of the item. They were supposed to 
mark how difficult or easy it was to fill the vacancies they 
had in vocational-technical education in the boxes on the 
right-hand side. Then they were supposed to identify the 
subfield(s) of vocational-technical education to which that 
mark applied in the follow-up list of subfields. However, 
respondents were misled by the fact that the boxes fall 
under the "no vacancy in that field" column. Because they 
tended to see the list of subfields on the right-hand side as 
just a continuation of the fields specified on the left-hand 
side, they often continued right on down the column, 
marking these boxes (as they had the others) to indicate 
they didn't have these fields. 
C. Use of Records 

The most striking aspect of respondents' use of records 
was how varied their recordkeeping systems were. They 
ranged from slips of handwritten papers that were found in 
the top drawers of their desks or hanging near them to 
more formal systems. Some used report forms that came 
from files in either their office or the secretary's office; 
some even used state-of-the-art computer databases. 

The cognitive interviews revealed that using records did 
not necessarily guarantee the data would be accurate. 
Errors arose when respondents didn't use appropriate 
records. Sometimes this was because they didn't have the 
appropriate records. Other times it was because they didn't 
think they had them. Still, other times it was because they 
didn't recognize the record was inappropriate. One very 
common error resulted from respondents thinking they 
didn't have records for the time period specified in a 
question when in fact they did, as demonstrated below with 
item lb. Another more complicated error occurred when 
respondents applied misguided heuristics to the use of their 
records, as described below with items 2 and 3. 
.1. Use of Inappropriate Records 

Item lb asks how many students were enrolled in each of 
the listed grades on October 1 of this school year (refer to 
Figure 2). By law, schools are required to submit reports 
with student enrollment by grade for around October 1st to 
either the school district or the state. Respondents should 
have used this report to answer this question. It would have 
saved them from having to reproduce numbers and 
probably would have yielded more accurate data. However, 
a third of them didn't. 

One reason for this may be that the question fails to tell 
them to use it, and in fact, it may even hinder them from 
considering it. According to the framers of this question, 
they had the official fall reporting date in mind when they 
used the date "October 1." They expected respondents to 
associate this date with the official fall reporting date. 
Among respondents who focused on the "October 1" date, 
however, this was either not enough to trigger them to think 
about their fall report, or if it did, it caused them to dismiss 
it. For instance, one respondent dismissed using the state 
report because it was dated September 10th rather than 
October 1st. He had the business office go through the 
trouble of producing October 1st numbers from their 
computer database when the report dated September 10th 
was already available. Although he reported for the right 
time period, the office spent more time than necessary 
answering this question. 

Another reason respondents didn't use the fall official 
report was because they weren't aware of its existence. 
These respondents, who were the principals of the schools, 

either weren~ as familiar with the school records as their 
secretaries or they were new to the job. In these cases, the 
respondents just didn~ realize they could comply with the 
reference period, so they did what they thought best: they 
ignored it and reported data for the time period they had. 

Relying on other records forced this group to report data 
for a time period different from the one requested. They 
reported numbers for the beginning of the year, end of the 
first quarter (November 3rd), end of second semester 
(January 13th), as well as current figures. 
2. Heuristics Applied to the Use of Records 

Item 3 asks for a break-down of students into ethnic 
categories (refer to Rgure 6). The majority of respondents 
used a heuristic to answer this question. First, they relied 
either on their knowledge of the student population or on 
some kind of record to report the number of students in the 
ethnic categories in parts a through d. After this, they 
calculated the number of white students in part • by 
subtracting the total number of minority students from the 
total they had reported in item 2a (refer to Figure 7). As a 
result, the total number of students reported in item 3 was 
consistent with the number reported in item 2a. However, 
the number of white students was not always accurate. 

This approach was fine, as long as the record they used to 
answer item 3 was for the same time period as the record 
they had used to answer item 2a. Then the data were not 
only consistent, but they accurately reflected the ethnic 
counts at a given point in time. However, since item 3 
doesn't specify a time period, a few respondents answered 
item 3 using current data, whereas they had used records as 
of October 1st to answer item 2a. It wasn't obvious to these 
respondents that they might be introducing an error into the 
data by deriving the number of white students as they did. 

Also, their method of calculating white students was flawed 
if the minority counts themselves were off, which was the 
case a number of times. For instance, one respondent 
reported the number of American Indians as of last year. He 
initially interpreted this question to be asking for last year's 
numbers because of the reference period given in item 2b. 
In addition, he reported the wrong number of black students 
because he made a mistake when he manually counted up 
these students from a student list. When he was done 
reporting these wrot~g counts, he proceeded to calculate the 
number of white students by the method mentioned above. 
As a result, the white count was off as well. 

Another respondent double counted the number of 
minorities she reported in parts a through d because of the 
way she answered here. According to the secretary, the 
school actually reported all minorities as American Indian on 
a report they submit to the Office of Indian Education. Since 
the respondent used this report to answer part a, she 
inadvertently reported all minorities as American Indian. 
Following this, she went on to report the minorities again in 
parts b, c, and d. As a result, the number of white students 
was also erroneous. 

In these cases, the numbers didn't accurately reflect the 
ethnic counts, but the values reported in items 2 and 3 were 
consistent. In some cases, these mistakes seemed to be the 
result of respondents not paying close attention to what they 
were doing. In other cases, it seemed to be because the 
questionnaire asks for data the respondents didn't have in 
the requested format. And in still other cases the 
questionnaire asks for data with which the respondents 
weren't wholly familiar. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper, I have described questionnaire research with 

the Public School Questionnaire from a cognitive 
perspective, meaning how and why respondents interpreted 
information as they did. Examples of respondent errors 
from the cognitive interviews were presented, including 
errors that resulted from the misunderstanding of concepts, 
the layout of the questions themselves, and from the use of 
records. 

The cognitive interviews revealed that errors occur 
because information presented on the questionnaire is not 
always perceived as intended. Many respondents did not 
understand the school for which they should report. In 
large part, this was due to the fact that the school's name 
is hidden from view on the cover page and suggestive 
references to the entire school system are used throughout 
the questionnaire. In general, this error should be relatively 
easy to correct. Most respondents were inclined to report 
their school correctly, but were just confused by the 
questionnaire. On the other hand, many respondents didn't 
understand the concept of full-time versus part-time 
employment as intended by the questionnaire; however, this 
may be more difficult to correct because asking 
respondents to think as the questionnaire does is asking 
them to think in a relatively complex and foreign way. 

The "none" boxes and skip instructions present 
respondents with problems, and this seems to be due to the 
method respondents use to answer questions. Once 
respondents answer a question, they seem to think the 
response task is over. As a result, they do not take in new 
information until they begin what they perceive to be the 
next "question-answer" cycle. Also, the layout of the 
questions themselves sometimes give respondents 
difficulty. However, mistakes such as these may be 
relatively easy to correct. 

Respondents' use of records is one of the most complex 
areas of questionnaire research to study, since it requires in- 
depth knowledge about respondents' records as well as 
how they use those records, and very little is known about 
this process to date. Certainly this is an area in need of 
further research. As demonstrated earlier, problems can 
occur when respondents use records. Some of the errors 
that were witnessed during the cognitive interviews may be 
correctable, some need further research, and some seem to 
be intractable. Errors that arise from questionnaire miscues, 
such as the use of inconsistent time periods and not 
providing clear references to particular records may be 
relatively easy to correct. However, mistakes that occur for 
other reasons may be difficult to correct. An error needing 
further research is one that arises because respondents do 
not have information in the requested format. In-depth 
studies are needed to design questions that ask for 
information in appropriate formats. An example of a 
mistake that may be intractable, however, is one in which 
respondents do not pay close attention to what they are 
doing. 

The next step in this process will be to redesign the 
questionnaire using guidelines resulting from this research. 
The first and probably most important guideline is that the 
school's name and grade levels should be prominently 
displayed. The final step will be to conduct a test of 
alternative questionnaires. Discussions are underway on 
how best to conduct this test. 
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qu lun lonnal r l  to the Bureau of the C ln l  Lm in the 
inc losed envelope. 

001;  ~$~)I001 n0 [0flglr in oplm=on 

THIS SU Ib~Y  HAS BEEN I~IDORS[O IIY: 

American ALlm:i~lon for Counseling and Development 

Amlr lCln .AuooJl~10n of School Admlnls~-l-~orT 

Amld¢ In  Fldl r l~Of l  of TelChlnl 

Council of C~ef SUI~I SchOOl Offlce~ 

National Aslocilnion of E lemlml fy  SchOOl Prln~flpal| 

Nl%lOnll ~ILIOC~It~0n of SeOofldlry S~oo l  Pdnci~l~ 

N,I ionl l  Education Alsocil~Jon 

Figure I, Cover Page of the Public School Questionnaire 

OMl Ne ~llSd~01Wll 

ThlS reOorT ,s |u~honzec by few (2O U.S.C. 
IZ21el. YOur answer| w, ll he , , |~  szncuy 
oonf ldent le l .  RelurLt from thi l  IuTVIy vvlll 
IDP l l r  in ;ummlrv  or rtI~]I~CAI f0TT~ Only, 
SO th i t  in~WlCIUell cannot 0e iclen~J~i0. 

E Ib~rm~ ef l b .  CLum~ 
~ rmm P rope l  8m,wh 
1201 E*~ IOth 81xl~ 
J l f fer lonvl l l l ,  IN 47152-0001 

,~cvlm. ,,~= 
z;w c~ , i  

.~. . . . .  

z ,-., x .~ - ~ o  
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, la.  FOr ~ I lnde Intui t  doe= tide ~ ) 1  offer 
I n = i t t t m l  

Mark iX) lbe box for each grade in v~nlch in,fraction i$ 
offered in m~l school, whether or no~ there ItS any 
etuden~ enrolled In m~ grids. For ore~n~ergenen, 
re=on u=aratMy =re=rime tot Sl~dents two year= 
end one yslr peer to l~ndergenen. 

r ' - ' -  
PRF.K~NDERG.UlTEN ~ ,oO~m 

=Ot, m y,m mmr to ~ , , 0 s m  

. ' o ~  =OOneyw~= to  ~ , = 0 ~  

om mn:li~ ~,cr~ Ix+o+ I"~';'; ,, 0 ;11~ 
t o ~  ,---., ~ , O ~  [~-~,sO~0~ 

. o n  ~ , . o . m  
~ , ~  ~ , , ~  

| 
! 

How many students wer l  enrolled In r i c h  grade 
on Ootol~r 1 of this 14heel year? 
ReDort/n hae~ counts. 
f f  instruct/on for e grade l i ve / iS oferad but nO 
=tu~enrs I ra enrolled ;n that grade, enter "0." 
For oraklndergert~n, report leDerlteN programs For 
sfudents ~ years 1/10 one yelr Drier to ~:lnoerglrten. 
If only one program ;e o~ere¢i for DOrh ego groups, 
report lhe enrollment m prelanOergerten comomed.  

to) U , ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

PREXINDERGARTEN 

(o) 1 year ~or to ~nclo~rten 

r.---- 
s 

| 

Enrollment 
October I. 1991 

Id) Pnlldnder~jle~ C~binect 

if) ls~ 

(g) 2nd 

(hi 3,'0 

= 

(I) 4tP~ 

Sth 

(l) 7th 

(m)$~ 

In) 9~ 

Iol I ~  

(q| 12~ 

Figure 2. Student En+ollment by Grade Item 

t 

,30. How a n y  employees hold full., or o l r t -~me pOl i t ical  
i In I/tle 1411111411 in mol l  of m e  toliow~ng o~tlgorl l~P 

I f  In  employee holds a Dos+ion in more then one of Phi 
i cetegorlll, count rnet perlon IM =ert-t+me ,n escn cefegory 

that cOOlie& 

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF 

l .  In l tn lot lonl l  ~ - ImRl.uc1~onll sldas 
I c a l m J ' o o m  (INlrelH~/lellonale who imJIt I 1reachers) 

INSTRUCTIONAJ. SUPPORT STAFF 

b. I n m c t l n n l d  m~wt l lnmre end IMbelI'V~IO[I 
l l nc lud l~  curriculum lpe4=lalllt$) 

d. Llbr~rv/MedM oenlmr aides 

f. Vor~lt/ormte~;ohnlold counlelora 

SUPPOKr 1110WICB3 51"AFF 

g. Adminlatnmsm: 
(11 Principal(c) 

! 

L ~  FULL.T'V.E PART-TIME 

~" : ~  None 0[~ None 

,=sol 
~ , ~  None o[~ None 

: ~ None 

, a l l  i 

c[~None 

' o(~ None 

f ~ONon, 
1 

r 

' 2 e e l  

o~ None 
L _ _  

, :O2 1 + 
oC::~ None 

2041 
o~_..~ None 

Z M I  

~L"~ None 

o[~ None [ o("l None 

I 00 None j 0[~ None 
' _ . ._  

, 00 None ~ et"l'None (3} Othe¢ m x n l g e m -  e.g., bualnelm 

! 

h. Admlnl l trattve eUpl~Or~ otlrff - C l l d ~ l  and 
nonmanagerlnl imPport m f f  

I. Btudent lup lmr l  N n d c m  eta'ff - Pmtm~onlds and i 
lUperv~ml'y ~ providing nonin l tn lot lonel  
sm'vl~es to s tudent ,  In~dudJng health, 
p~y~hology, m l  work. or ottmldanoe ! 0[~ None ~ ~[:::] None 

' :O None o1~ None 

j. AJI other impp4rt irts~f Inot r t p o m d  In other 
cattmorles, such as health aides, m l tn tnnLq .0  
bus drivers, as=urity, sad eaf l tar le workorai 

Figure 3. Classification of Employees Item 

1811. How mam~ studemm a l t e r i n g  thle NhooI  as | 
~ 1 o ~  I. 1991. m Idemlfled u 

Un~ted.~ng/~ tO ~'udsnf'4 ~ Student= - 1?tie ~umber mum 

/ 

~'ofldsncy refora 
_who,~e nm~ve or dommerrr lengusge ~ omer th in  not exceed me numOer of Engl~h end who h+ve eu f~en t  difreulry 
a~eel~ng, ree¢~'ng, wnOng, or undermending ~ne I students re=arran as the total 
English lenguege me to deny Utl~n UII oo~ortunity enrolled m Item 10 on page 6. 
~£~mrnroo~w4~rfugy m .In £ngl~l~zpee=ng-only eONone - SJ~p to RWn 18 

b. Whloh of the fol lowing method= Ire mmd I t  ' 
this imhooi to detlrmJne whether • Irttldent ~ +~Rl¢orm'nen~l~on by plmnt 
hi Ilmlt~d..Englbd'l proflrJsat ILF.P)? =~TeelCJlet 0h~Nm~tl0n or nlferr~ " 

Merk iX) ~// t h l t  Ipply.  ~ =~.~HO~ t i n , j i be  SurVey Or a~se#llmen! 

e O P ~  =~,,dent m<:on= 

i 

_ 

• , ~.ow malw I.EP mm&m~, i ra  imrol~d In - 
(Stu~enu rr~y be count~l  ~ e n ~ i ~  m more 
men one ~ 'ogremJ i 

(1) Ih~ lmms offmtng eubJeot matter In 
the s tudent ' s  hems language? ~ Student= oONone 

(21 P~ognm~e m~,Ralnlng oe Improving the , 
IRUC~t'0 flutmoy tn hllAIor home 

e~one for l l lsanl~ Ilmnkeral? , Students ol'lNono 

prowlms? g~lges ~ S~dent~ 0~None 
i 

(41 811~mlll ecllmu~dan programs. IncducBng 
learning dlsabllNy programs ? Student= o~None 

J 

13) Componlator l  Iduc l t lnn P ~ m e ?  ~ Stu~tms oDNono 
IS) Othw prog ress / -  Sp~¢,~fy 7 

Students e(::]None 
d. Does G,~, ;.;.~.,~,1 ace = deflnLtlon to Ide.U;y ~'1o11~ 

LEP I tudent l  whloh dlffem from the F - -  
1 []YI~I definit ion in Itll, m 1811 ell~t Co~ m o 
,[~ No- Skip ro/fern 18 

e ,  G i v e  the definit ion ~,--,,e,~ by Y~ur lehool to 
Identify Lf.P I tudent l  ~ - -  

Figure 4. Number of Limited-English Proficient Students Item 

2g. Continued i Mart ~X) one tax  on each line. 
"d. How dlff lcolt or e l m / w l l  It to flrl the 

. . . . . . .  for thl . . . . .  ysor In . o h  of the ! Nol~ th~VWalneVfield ~.ly Somm~h.dREcu~ d'~tt...__ C~Vl~th~°t I 
fo l lowing rink/s? I t vmnev ! . . . . . . . .  

(1) Genertl elementary ~ o~"~ ,[]  Z[~ ~f-] . O  

(2} S~e¢i=l =dur~on _ ~ . 0 0  ,• zE] ~O ,O 

(3) EnglLth ~ =O ,O 2~ =O ,O 

(4) Mchemr~cs ~ 00 ,• =l-I :0  . 0  

re) ~ . ~  .c , .nce.  ~ nO ,0 ~0 ,0  . 0  

(61 Biology or life eo'lncls . . . . . . .  ~ J  ._on . 'O l i t  =C] ,O 

English ae e Ssoond Language (ESL) or 
bilingual educet,on , ~ ., o[~ ' ~ 2~:~ ~0 ' [:] 

(8) Foreign Iln~uage ~ oO , [ ]  z~ ~ ,l'J 

(m vo~mo.a~.=,m.,.~.~+on/ ~ eO ,O =O 

Specify ~e  subt~eld of  vocafionel<echnlcll i 
eouceuon. Marx (Xl etl thor eP6"~. ' ~ ~ ~O.m+orlcultu~ 

=O llu~neu or mark ing 

I[~Tmde end Indur.-y 

,OO~,r -  s ~ y  ~ 

sO , 0  

Figure 5. Teacher Vacancies Item 

3 .  How many K-12 im~dent~ in this school ere - ; 

Do NOT include =reJ~'ndargJrten or ~.o$fsecondary 
=¢udenr=. , - - . .  

e. Atom.teen Indbm, Alesluln Native IAieuL Alaskan ~OSO~ 
Jn~lan. Yuoit, InuDlarl? 

b. ~ . .  o , ~  ,,=-----~ ,--oen'--'~,, Oh,ha, e-----'--: ri'T,~ .... , 
Koran.  Aelen In~en. v#ernemese. Hawaiian. .Call Guamenlen, $eulloen. other Aemnl? 

0~None 

o~'_.+ Non e 

o. Hl lp|nio.  nKlardlsll of r ice IMaxzcan, Puerto Rican, ' 
CuDen, Central or 5ouUl Amet~:en, or other Hrspanlc .el21 culture or origin)? 

i : ~  N=.-.e 

p - - . . -  

d .  Black (not 1:4 Hispanic origin)? s oC'~None 

a 

I o~'~+ N0~e 

Figure 6. Student Enrollment by Ethnicity Item 

2 How rr...;-v ~-~..~.v..;.. (in held counts) ware enrolled 
In THIS SCHOOL (me school named on the 
queittonnaJra label) in grades K-12 or comparable 
ungnlded l ,I~. e- 

Include only s'rude~rs enrolled in the school named on 
the Ouesr}onnelra lade/. Do NOT inc/uoe =rexmoergerten 
or Dosteecondary ~u~ams. 

.. on c, shoot O=,o~ . . . .  , ~. .s so.eeL ~ o..._u 
=. On or about O ~ b e r  t of l.AST SCHOOl. YEAR? 

Stu~en= 

Studen~ 
o~-~Sc~oot not ooerat~no m Fall lgg~ 

Figure 7. Total Student Enrollment Item 


